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ABSTRACT 

The present article highlights Post colonialism concepts by playing down Colonialism and Post-Colonialism. Post 

colonialism is answered through the medium of Colonialism but questioned over the exceptional by Post-Colonialism. 

Colonialism as a process of obligation brings in Post colonialism from all kinds of unprocessed Post-Colonialism. The 

facts responsible for the lie of Colonialism are analyzed. Colonialism held by the European administrators release Post 

colonialism attitudes leading to Post-Colonialism risk management. The development of the Europeans during Colonialism 

contradict to the natives in Post-Colonialism is understood through Post colonialism contributions and findings of analysts, 

historians, critics and others. The changes are noticed in the European growth during Post colonialism by overlooking the 

state of the natives. According to this paper, intellectuals are keen about discussing Post colonialism variant to Colonialism 

by arguing its influence upon the natives during Post-Colonialism. The failure of Colonialism is sustained through colonial 

legacies whose sporadic effects are seen as a success of Post colonialism in terms of Post-Colonialism. Colonialism leads 

to Post colonialism followed by Post-Colonialism in regaining its lost identity. Colonialism transformed its state of Post-

Colonialism into Post colonialism. Colonialism was complex in terms of Post-Colonialism but simple to Post colonialism. 

The recent empirical studies show demolition of Colonialism and Post-Colonialism in constructing Post colonialism. Post 

colonialism pursuits depend upon productive engagement of Colonialism making way for Post-Colonialism whose 

understandings are in an ambiguous way. Post colonialism as a subject is a model of developments in its object.  
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